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Air travel is an enjoyable experience for most travellers. But for some anxious travellers it can be a
restless journey. Take care of certain things and follow some tips to ensure that your air journey is
safe, secure and comfortable.

	Choose direct flights â€“ Most of the mishaps occur with passengers at the time of flight boarding, and
aircraft take offs or landing. To diminish possibilities of such accidents, travellers must book direct
flights. It must be known that budget travellers looking for cheap flight tickets have lesser chance of
netting cheap airfares on direct flights. However, travellers can book their direct flight tickets well in
advance to grab cheap airline tickets. They can browse Internet and compare the prices of different
flights and air tickets to book with the airline that serves their needs. One may also take the help of
a travel agent to book discounted cheap flights tickets.

	Are you fit to travel? â€“ The travellers booking airline tickets must ensure whether they are fit to travel
or not. The flyers with some health issues must carry their required stuff like medicines, gels, liquids,
syringe, etc. Most of the airlines let travellers carry such things on the aircraft, provided they can
supply a medical certificate confirming their health condition.

	Reach airport early â€“ The travellers must reach the airport at least two hours before their scheduled
flight take off. This gives them plenty of time to complete all the airport formalities.

	Be alert â€“ Airports stay highly jam-packed 24/7. Passengers should be careful of their surroundings
and must keep an eye on their luggage. One should also avoid intermingling with strangers.

	Safety instructions â€“ As soon as the travellers board the flight, the flight attendants dole out certain
safety instructions to them to make their journey pleasant. Flyers must listen to these instructions
very carefully and must act accordingly. The most common instructions include fastening of seat
belts, breathing tips, ways to tackle emergencies, etc.

	Ear pressure â€“ At the time of flight take off and landings, travellers usually feel ear pressure that can
make them a bit uneasy. The best way to avoid ear pressure is to munch over some sweets during
the take offs and landing. The ear pressure of kids can be controlled by letting them suck on a
bottle, pacifier or a sippy cup.

	Get off the aircraft patiently â€“ Travellers usually rush to deboard the plane. This can be highly
dangerous, especially for travellers with kids in tow. It is better to wait at the seat till other
passengers disembark the plane. Passengers with kids must check their seats and collect all their
belonging before getting down off the aircraft. They may even take the help of the flight attendants
to deboard the flight safely.
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